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Abstract: Precipitation extremes such as heavy rainfall and floods are of great interest for climate
scientists, particularly for small islands vulnerable to weather phenomena such as hurricanes. In this
study, we investigated the spatio-temporal evolution of extreme rainfall over Cuba from 1980 to 2019,
separating the dry and rainy periods. In addition, a ranking of extreme precipitation events was
performed, which provides the number of events, the area affected, and a ranking of their magnitude
by considering the magnitude of anomalies. The analysis was conducted using daily data from the
multi-source weighted-ensemble precipitation (MSWEPv2). In determining the extreme precipitation
ranking, the daily extreme precipitation anomaly was calculated with respect to the 95th percentile
climatological distribution, giving a measure of the rarity of the event for each day and each grid
point. For a more detailed analysis regarding the ranking, a separation was made by regions applying
the K-mean methodology. The months belonging to the rainy period of the year presented the highest
amount of precipitation above the 95th percentile compared to results obtained for the dry period.
Of the six months belonging to the cyclonic season, in five of them Cuba was affected, directly or
indirectly, by a tropical cyclone. The years 1982–83 and 1998 presented the highest-ranking value for
the dry and rainy periods, respectively. Moreover, a trend analysis revealed an increase in the trend
of occurrence of extreme events and a decrease in the percentage of the area affected. The analysis by
regions showed a similar behavior to that carried out for all of Cuba. It was found that the warm
phase of the ENSO events influenced approximately ~22% of the occurrence of extreme events for
both periods.

Keywords: extreme precipitation; ranking; MSWEP

1. Introduction

The study of historical and expected extreme precipitation has been of great interest
in climate research and its applications due to the negative impacts it can have on the
economy, the environment, and society [1–3]. Additionally, it is one of the World Climate
Research Program’s “grand challenge on weather and climate extremes”. Although extreme
precipitation involves the occurrence of high and low cumulative precipitation, the term ex-
treme precipitation commonly refers in the literature to high cumulative rainfall in a shorter
period of study. A set of 27 indices from the Climdex project (https://www.climdex.org,
accessed on 20 March 2021) all derived from temperature and precipitation data have been
widely used to investigate the frequency and trends of extreme precipitation at global
(e.g., [4,5]), regional (e.g., [6–8]), and local (e.g., [9,10]) scales for historical and future periods
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under different scenarios. The results agree that there is medium confidence that anthro-
pogenic influences have contributed to the intensification of extreme precipitation at the
global scale [5,7,11], which is expected to continue under future projections [12,13]. Indeed,
global warming and climate changes pose a serious threat to tropical small islands [14].

The Caribbean region experienced a positive trend of extreme rainfall according to
values greater than or equal to the 95th percentile of daily precipitation (R95T) and the
greatest annual five-day rainfall total (R5D) in the period from 1958 to 1999 [15]. These
authors also described that these series were dominated by a strong variability of annual
and decadal scales. Changes in extreme precipitation in the main islands of the Caribbean
region for the period between 1961 and 2010 were also investigated by Stephenson et al. [6].
Their results showed small positive trends in annual total precipitation, daily intensity, the
maximum number of consecutive dry days, and heavy rainfall events particularly during
the period between 1986 and 2010. Other studies have focused on the study of extreme
precipitation for certain islands of this region. Cuba, the largest island of the Caribbean,
is not exempt from the occurrence and affectation of extreme precipitation events. The
precipitation regime over Cuba is characterized by two main periods, the rainy from May
to October and a low rainfall or dry period from November to April [3]. In the rainy period,
the precipitation is related to organized rain-producing systems such as tropical waves,
troughs, cyclones, and local convection, while during the dry period it is related to cold
fronts, low-pressure systems, and upper cold lows [5].

Some studies have investigated the synoptic patterns and dynamics conditions associ-
ated with heavy rainfall as well as their trend for different regions of Cuba. According to
Centella [16], there is a strong relationship between the precipitation variability in Cuba
and large-scale circulation mechanisms associated with cold fronts, tropical waves, and
the frequency of El Niño southern oscillations (ENSO) events. In addition, troughs, daily
convection and instability, troughs in height, tropical storms (cyclones), and tropical lows
are also meteorological systems that cause notable precipitation events (above-average
monthly precipitation accumulations plus one standard deviation) in Cuba [17]. Tropical
cyclones are particularly responsible for heavy rainfall events in Cuba [18] and provide a
great contribution to the total annual rainfall over Cuba [19]. The identification of extreme
precipitation events in the central zone of the country and the associated synoptic patterns
was developed by Fernández et al. [20]. Planos [18] also studied the influence of heavy
rainfall on the annual water delivery guarantee in Cuba, considering as heavy rainfall
those storms in which 100 mm or more of rainfall accumulates in a locality during 24 h or
less (Rx100mm) during the rainy and dry periods. In addition, this author investigated the
number of days with total rainfall and its distribution by intervals of different magnitudes
in the western region of Cuba during the rainy and dry periods. In a more recent study,
the trend for the Rx100 and the maximum consecutive five-day precipitation (Rx5day)
calculated with precipitation data from nine meteorological stations located in western,
central, and eastern Cuba for the period between 1971 and 2009 showed that positive
trends prevailed, although most of them were not statistically significant [21]. For the
second-largest island of the Cuban archipelago, the Isla de la Juventud demonstrated a
generally positive trend in Rx100day, R5day, and wet days (those with accumulations
above the 95th percentile (R95p)) have also been documented for the period between 1980
and 2015 [22].

Although there are some studies on the occurrence of extreme precipitation in Cuba,
many of them have been carried out for specific events at regional scales, and in our
search, we did not find recent studies about the temporal and spatial evolution of extreme
precipitation, and particularly the assessment of extreme precipitation events. In addition,
all the research on precipitation extremes in Cuba that were found and consulted for this
study used extreme climate indices or fixed thresholds that only take into account the value
of the precipitation intensity and how it changes over time but do not consider the area of
influence, which can determine the magnitude of the real impact of the event. This factor
has been considered in recent studies that have obtained a ranking of extreme precipitation
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events for the Iberian Peninsula [23,24] and Mediterranean Europe [25]. In these studies,
the 95th climatological percentile is considered as a threshold to obtain the ranking of the
affected area, and also the intensity of precipitation within the anomalous area to determine
the magnitude of the event.

Therefore, we aim to investigate the spatio-temporal evolution of extreme precipitation
in Cuba during the rainy and dry rainfall periods, and to obtain a ranking of extreme
precipitation events using the methodology proposed by Ramos [24], taking into account
the advantages provided by this method for the representation of the magnitude of the
events. Finally, another objective is to investigate the atmospheric and dynamic conditions
associated with the most anomalous precipitation events for each month during the study
period (1980–2019).

Region of Study

Cuba is an archipelago in the Caribbean Sea made up of the largest island in the
Caribbean Antilles called Cuba, the Isla de la Juventud (formerly called Isla de Pinos), and
another 4195 keys, islets, and adjacent islands (Figure 1). It has an area of 109,884 km2 (does
not include territorial waters) [26]. Due to its location in the tropical zone, very close to the
Tropic of Cancer, it receives high levels of solar radiation that determines its warm climate.
However, it is located on the border between the tropical and extratropical circulation
zones, so it receives the influence of both on a seasonal basis with two periods already
described, the rainy from May to October and the low rainfall or dry period from November
to April (hereafter dry period). The bimodal character is characterized by presenting early
rains in May-June-July and the greatest amount during the August-September-October, a
period marked by the hurricane season [27–29].

Figure 1. The geographical location of Cuba and its provinces. The elevation is shaded green-brown
(in meters above sea level). The data elevation used has been downloaded from the HydroSHEDS
project [30].

According to Cutié [31], the average rainfall in Cuba for the rainy period ranges
between 800 mm and 1200 mm, and could even reach higher values, representing 74% of
the annual accumulated rainfall, while in the dry period it reaches between 200 mm and
600 mm, which is equivalent to approximately 26% of the annual accumulated rainfall. The
driest months are December (38 mm) and March (49 mm), and the rainiest are September
(221 mm) and June (218 mm). During the winter months, Cuba is affected by cold air
masses associated with the maximum influence of the extratropical circulation, which
conditions a relatively dry period, while in the rainy period the North Atlantic high
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pressures predominate. The influence of the southwestern edge of this oceanic anticyclone
facilitates the incursions of air flows from the south and southwest that favor rainfall,
frequently linked to the establishment of a trough in the mid-tropospheric levels [32].
The trade winds and high relative humidity imposed by the North Atlantic Subtropical
Anticyclone, which is the main climate modulator system for the archipelago. However,
the climate is also influenced by the different physical-geographical characteristics of the
national territory [32].

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Data Used

In the absence of long-term high temporal resolution precipitation data from gauging
stations for Cuba, the multi-source weighted-ensemble precipitation (MSWEPv2) dataset
was used [33]. This database was chosen to perform this study since it has a spatial and
temporal resolution of 0.1◦ and 3 h, respectively, and is available for our period of study
(1980–2019). The 40 years of study guarantee a sufficiently long period to evaluate the
climatological spatio-temporal variability of the extreme precipitation. Besides, according
to their developers, the MSWEPv2 data has been calibrated by an optimal combination
of precipitation datasets from gauges’ stations, satellites, and reanalysis and has been
corrected the distribution biases to eliminate spurious drizzle. Additionally, the developers
of this database have taken into account the systematic correction of terrestrial precipitation
using 13,762 catchment records worldwide and daily observations of 76,747 gauges world-
wide [33]. Specifically, the gauges, according to Beck et al. [33] have spatial coverage on
land and a temporary resolution daily. In addition, in the research mentioned above, these
gauges are widely distributed throughout the country, increasing their representativeness
and therefore the quality of the precipitation values for Cuba. MSWEPv2 data are available
online after request at www.gloh2o.org (accessed on 30 March 2021).

MSWEPv2 data are used because of its high spatial resolution, but also since it has
been evaluated for the Caribbean region, showing a good performance among 16 gridded
precipitation products [33]. Centella-Artola et al. [34] also described a high correspondence
between precipitation from MSWEPv2 and the station data, probably reflecting the positive
impact of the large number of station data used in its calibration. This is in agreement with
previous evaluations performed on a global scale [35]. Although the study of Centella-
Artola et al. [34] was developed for the entire Caribbean, 55% of the observational data
they used belong to stations of the Cuban National Meteorological System. That is why
the evaluation of this study on the behavior of MSWEP precipitation data constitutes a
reference to be considered for use in other studies for Cuba. Other studies have also used
MSWEPv2 to assess the role of tropical cyclones in the total precipitation in Cuba [19].

The geopotential height (HGT) at 200 hPa and 500 hPa, air pressure at mean sea level
(MSLP), the vertical integral of northward and eastward water vapor flux, the vertically
integrated moisture flux divergence (DIV-VIMF), and the total column water from the
ERA5 reanalysis data [36] were used. The ERA5 is the most recent (5th generation) global
atmospheric reanalysis of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) and stands out for its high resolution (31 km horizontally and 137 vertical
levels), as well as for a large amount of assimilated historical observations, and represents
a significant improvement over its predecessor, the ERA-Interim reanalysis. Finally, to
determine the tropical cyclones (TCs) that affected Cuba in the period between 1980
and 2019, was used the Atlantic hurricane database (HURDAT2). This dataset is in text
format, with information every six hours on the location, the maximum wind speed, and
the minimum central pressure of all tropical and subtropical cyclones known [37]. This
database is freely available from the National Hurricane Center [38].

www.gloh2o.org
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2.2. Identification of Extreme Precipitation

To identify precipitation extremes over Cuba, the 95th percentile of the annual daily
total precipitation (R95p) was used as a threshold. It returns the precipitation values where
the highest 5% of precipitation values are found, corresponding to the upper tail of the
precipitation distribution. This index is one of the 27 climate extremes indices offered by
the Climdex project, and has been recommended by the Expert Team on Climate Change
Detection and Indices (ETCCDI) for the study of climate extremes. The R95p is also one of
the gridded global land in situ based data set of temperature and precipitation extremes
(HadEX3) [39] and is used for the identification and spatiotemporal evolution of very
wet days.

2.3. Methodology for the Ranking of Extreme Precipitation Events

The methodology proposed by Ramos et al. [24] was used for identifying extreme
precipitation events. The method considers the value of the R95p index as a threshold
for calculating anomalous days. The 95th percentile threshold is calculated for each point
on the grid and for each Julian day, which ensures a correct spatiotemporal characteriza-
tion of precipitation extremes. To determine the extreme precipitation ranking the first
step is to calculate the daily extreme precipitation anomaly with respect to the 95th per-
centile climatological distribution according to Equation (1), which measures the rarity of
the event.

N95dij = precipitationdij − prec_95th_percentilet,i,j (1)

where N95d,i,j is the extreme anomalous precipitation in the day d at the grid point (i,j),
precipitationd,i,j is the daily accumulated precipitation for a particular day d at the grid point
(i,j), and prec_95th_percentilet,i,j is the Julian daily 95th percentile of the precipitation for
that grid point (i,j). The prec_95th percentile was calculated considering the entire reference
period of data (1980–2019), but restricted to those days with meaningful precipitation,
when daily precipitation registers at least 1 mm (wet days).

Following the same methodology, the magnitude of an extreme precipitation event is
determined to establish a ranking (hereinafter R) by multiplying the area (hereinafter A, in
percent) that has precipitation anomalies (N95) greater than zero, with the mean value of
these anomalies (hereinafter M).

2.4. Analysis of Extreme Precipitation Events by Regions

A cluster analysis was applied to determine those regions with a differentiated sea-
sonal behavior of precipitation. The objective is to characterize extreme events based on the
seasonal evolution of precipitation in Cuba and its regional characteristics. The clustering
procedure was performed using the K-means method. The procedure starts with k random
clusters, moving the objects between those clusters to minimize the variability within
clusters and maximize the variability between clusters [40]. For this purpose, monthly
accumulated precipitation of the rainy and dry seasons and for the period between 1980
and 2019 at each grid point over Cuba were used. In addition, for the use of the K-means
method the positioning of the initial centroids was first found for the algorithm to find
convergence. To achieve this, instead of working with the entire data set, random samples
were selected and small runs of the method were performed to determine the initialized
centroids at random. To select the optimal number of clusters (k) and determine the regions
into which Cuba should be divided, the Elbow graph and the Silhouette coefficient [41]
were used. The Elbow plot shows at what value of k, the distance between the mean of a
cluster and the other data points in the cluster is low and begins to show a change in the
slope of the curve. The silhouette coefficient is a measure of the cohesion of each cluster
and how well the clusters are separated [42]. The K-mean method has been also used
at the Caribbean regional scale with reanalysis data for determining daily near-surface
large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns over the wider Caribbean [43]. In this case, the
methodology of Ramos et al. [24] was also used for the classification of extreme events.
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3. Results
3.1. Analysis of Extreme Precipitation Events

For the entire study period, 8572 extreme precipitation events (very wet days) were
identified through the ranking methodology. This value was used to determine the clima-
tological percentage of days with the occurrence of extreme precipitation events for each
month with respect to the total, the result of which is shown in Figure 2. In this figure, the
hydrological cycle of the precipitation is also shown. As expected, the lowest percentages
were obtained for the months of the dry period (<8%), highlighting the lowest percentage
of extreme events occurring in February (~5.8%). On the contrary, in the months of the
rainy period, the percentage of days with the occurrence of extreme precipitation events
represents a higher percentage (>8%) with respect to the total of events of the entire period
than those identified for the dry period. In June, July, August, and September there were
3574 very wet days; the events that occurred in each month represent more than 10% of the
total cases for the study period. For October and May, 800 and 753 extreme precipitation
events were identified, representing 9.3% and 8.7%, respectively. These results are in
agreement with the marked seasonality of the rainfall in Cuba, with a period of low rainfall
from November to April and a rainy period from May to October, which accumulates more
than 50% of the total annual precipitation [32].

Figure 2. Monthly percentage of the number of days with precipitation above the percentile 95th
respect the total extreme precipitation events (blue bars). The black and red dots show the standard
deviations of this percentage and the mean precipitation for each month, respectively. Period is from
1980 to 2019.

Figure 2 also shows the standard deviations of the monthly percentage (STD_MP)
and mean precipitation (STD_P) represented by black and red dots, respectively. The low
STD_MP ranging between 0 to 1 % during the whole hydrological year indicates that
time series of percentage occurrence of extreme events during these months are normally
close to the mean monthly percentages. February highlights for presenting the greater
STD_MP. Contrary to what was previously described, the STD_P presents greater variation
with respect to the mean values of monthly precipitation. The values range between 25
and 75 mm, with the highest values occurring during the months of the rainy season, in
correspondence with the increase in precipitation.

The total number of days for each grid point with precipitation above the 95th per-
centile for each month is shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a displays the frequency of occurrence
for the months of the dry period. In November, the western and eastern provinces of the
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country present the highest frequencies of occurrence of extreme precipitation events (>58),
while it is less frequent towards the central provinces. According to the frequency for
December, the higher occurrence of extreme very wet days occurred over Guantánamo,
Santiago de Cuba, and Holguín in the eastern of the country, and the north of the province
Villa Clara, in the center-west of the country. January was characterized by a more ho-
mogeneous longitudinal pattern but, in general, the lowest frequencies were observed
on the southern coast and the highest in the north, where consequently, the number of
extreme precipitation events was higher. As for February, the highest frequency of extreme
precipitation events is observed in the province of Pinar del Río, the westernmost province
of the country, as well as in the north of Artemisa, Havana, Mayabeque, Matanzas, and the
Isla de la Juventud. Other provinces favored by the occurrence of extreme precipitation in
this month are Granma, Holguín, and Las Tunas, in the east of the country. In March the
frequencies are greater than 50 across almost all the country. In April the major number of
extreme events occurs in the western provinces Mayabeque, Artemisa, and part of Pinar
del Rio. As for April, this is a month of transition and there is a tendency to predominate
the flow from the south-southeast by the Anticyclone of the North Atlantic, allowing
the transfer of humidity to the interior of the country but with greater influence on the
western region. The maximum frequencies observed in the western of the country and
along the northern coast can be explained by the rainfall associated with the passage of
cold fronts, which move from the west to the east affecting principally the western and
center of Cuba [32], weakening in their displacement.

Figure 3b shows the frequency of occurrence for the months of the rainy period. In
May, the maximum values are observed in the provinces of Holguín, Granma, Santiago
de Cuba, and Guantánamo, while the percentages decrease towards the west. For June,
the behavior is different from the previous month because now the minimum frequencies
(<50) are on the easternmost part of the country, in addition to finding the maximums in
the range of 62–72 and >72 in the provinces of Camagüey Sancti Spíritus and the south of
Cienfuegos. As for July, it turned out to be the month with the lowest frequency for the
entire country with values lower than 54 generally. A similar behavior showed in August
but with the maximum in the province of Cienfuegos. For August, there was an increase
relative to the previous month with greater frequencies in the south of the central provinces
and the easternmost part of the country with values >62%. For September, the percentage
turned out to be relatively higher but with the maximums on Camagüey and Matanzas and
lower in the rest of the provinces. Finally, October behaves relatively similar throughout
Cuba but with highs in the central region and some in the provinces of Granma, Las Tunas,
and Holguín. The spatial distribution for the occurrence of extreme events denotes that the
dry period shows the maximum values, with May and August standing out. In this regard,
TCs play an important role since most of the cyclonic season is within the rainy period.

Taking into account the seasonal nature of precipitation in Cuba, the frequency analysis
was also carried out as a summary for the dry and rainy periods. Figure 4 shows the
frequency of occurrence of events, with daily precipitation above the 95th percentile for
each period. Figure 4a corresponds to the dry period, where the maximums (57–59) are
observed in the western region, mainly in its northern zone, but highlighting the provinces
of Pinar del Río, Artemisa, and Havana. In addition, zones of high frequency values are
observed in the provinces of Holguín, Guantánamo, and the southeast of Granma. As
for the rainy period, the values are higher (>59) and their distribution is different with
respect to the other period. Regarding the rainy period, the frequency values are higher
(>59) and their spatial distribution varies compared to that described the dry period. In
this period, the major frequency corresponds to the central-east region from the provinces
of Cienfuegos and Sancti Spíritus to Las Tunas. It is important to clarify that this zone is
relatively flat (as shown in Figure 1), which allows the convergence of the humidity flow to
the interior of the country established by the convergence of the north and south breeze
due to daytime warming.
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Figure 3. Monthly frequency of the number of days with daily precipitation above the percentile 95th for the months of the
Dry (a) and Rainy period (b). Period from 1980 to 2019.

Figure 4. Mean frequency of the number of days with daily precipitation above the 95th percentile for the Dry (a) and Rainy
(b) periods. Period is from 1980 to 2019.

3.2. Ranking of Extreme Precipitation Events for Cuba

As already commented, during the period between 1980 and 2019, a total of 8572
extreme precipitation events were identified for Cuba using the MSWEPv2 with a resolution
of 0.1◦. For a more detailed analysis, the ranking of extreme events was separated for the
dry and rainy periods (Figure 5). The characteristics of the first 50 extreme precipitation
events are presented in Tables S1 and S2 in the Supplementary Materials. A total of
3445 and 5127 extreme precipitation events were identified for the dry and rainy periods,
respectively. The temporal evolution in the period between 1980 and 2019 of the elements
M, A, and the number of extreme events (NEE) were analyzed. It is important to highlight
that M constitutes the mean of precipitation anomaly (N95) for all the points that fulfilled
the condition N95 > 0 and A represents the percentage of points with respect to the total on
the earth mask that also show values N95 > 0. Figure 5a shows the NEE in the dry period.
The series presents the maximum NEE in the periods 1981–82, 2002–03, 2011–12, 2013–14
and the minimum for 1982–83, 1991–92, and 1995–96. This series shows a positive trend of
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0.29, which is statistically significant at 90%. The range of variation is from 50 to 100 events.
For the rainy period, the behavior is different since it shows a tendency (~0.67) to increase
being statistically significant at 95 %. In this series, the maximum NEE occurs after 1998
and corresponds to 2001, 2003, 2005, 2007, and 2019. The minimums correspond to 1997
and 1998 (Figure 5d).

Although there has been an increase in the trend of the number of extreme precipitation
events, particularly for the rainy period, the percentage of the area affected by these events
has tended to decrease in both periods. However, it has been more pronounced in the
dry period ~−0.06 (statistically significant at 95%) and less in the rainy period ~−0.02
(statistically significant at 90%). The percentage of area differed between both periods,
showing the maximums for the dry period which ranged from 7.5% to 15%, contrary to the
rainy period which did not exceed 10%. The maximum for the first period corresponds
to 1982–83 (~15%) and the minimum to 2011–12 (~7.5%) and for the second period, 1995
obtained the maximum value of A (~10%) and the minimum in 2000 (~6%).

The precipitation anomaly shows those values that meet the condition of being greater
than the 95th percentile (see Figure 5c,f). Although only positive anomalies are expected
from this analysis, it allows us to analyze the years with greater or lesser anomalies in
the series of extremes of precipitation, and determine its trend. In the dry period, M
shows a more pronounced oscillation in the period between 1980 and 2000, and decreases
in 2019. The intervals with maximum values are presented for 1986–87 and 1993–94
(M ~6 mm) and the minimum for 1985–86, 1998–99, and 2016–17 (M < 3 mm). In this
case, the trend is positive but not statistically significant. For the rainy period, the trend is
slightly higher compared to the other period, but it is also not statistically significant. In
this case, the oscillation is more notable because higher M values are present (e.g., 2005,
N95 > 10 mm and 1988, M > 8 mm). It should be noted that in these two years there are
maximum values in the number of tropical cyclones that affected Cuba with twelve and
seven, respectively [19]. It is important to note that although the MSWEP data do not have
a high resolution, they do not have much influence on the statistical significance because
Cuba has 75% of flat relief, so it is not a complex relief [44]. Therefore, it guarantees a good
precipitation representation as demonstrated by Centella-Artola et al. [34].

Figure 5. Number of extreme precipitation events (a,d). Area affected by extreme precipitation events expressed as
percentage respect the total area of Cuba (b,e) Precipitation anomaly of >P95 (c,f). The dashed red line represents the linear
trend. The upper and lower row corresponds to the dry and rainy periods, respectively. Period 1980–2019.
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On the other hand, the relationship between El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
and the occurrence of extreme precipitation events were analyzed. For this analysis, the
Bivariate El Niño Southern Oscillation Index (BEST) [45] was used to represent the ENSO
conditions. For both periods the influence of the neutral phase predominates with a
percentage (>60%), followed by the positive phase (El Niño) with ~22.07% in the dry
period and slightly higher in the rainy period (~22.61%) and lastly the negative phase (La
Niña) with 16.27% and 11.18% respectively (see Figure 6). In the dry period, the intervals
with the highest NEE in the positive phase of the ENSO correspond to 1982–83, 1986–87,
1997–98, 2002–03, 2015–16, and 2018–19 periods, while in the opposite phase, the major
percentage of cases are occurred in 1988–89, 2007–08, and 2010–11. In the rainy period, the
years 1982, 1987, 1991, 2002, and 2015 stand out due to the strong influence of El Niño,
while strong influence from La Niña prevailed in the years between 2010 and 2011. The
major relationship of extreme precipitation events with El Niño may be related to the fact
that warm ENSO events have a generally beneficial effect on the Caribbean climate by
increasing rainfall. This is determined by a shift towards the Equator of the Subtropical Jet
Stream helping the development of wet episodes in early summer [46]. In addition, the
atmospheric circulation changes in the Pacific during the warm phase of ENSO [47] brings
with it an anomalous behavior of winter storms that increase the frequency with which the
sures, cold fronts, and prefrontal storm lines affect Cuba, causing the dry season to become
rainier and sometimes stormier, mainly from January to April.

Figure 6. Left column: NEE during the different phases of ENSO: (a) Dry period and (c) rainy period.
Right column: Percentage of NEE during each phase of ENSO: (b) Dry period and (d) rainy period.
The colors represent the phases: red (El Niño), blue (La Niña), and gray (Neutral). Period is from
1980 to 2019.

Following the methodology of Ramos et al. [24] the area and the anomaly of the precip-
itation within this area was considered to compute a ranking of the extreme precipitation
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events for every season. Figure 7 shows the seasonal average of the ranking of extreme
precipitation events from 1980 to 2019 for the dry and rainy periods. For this purpose, all
of the days with a value in the ranking of extreme events for each month corresponding to
each year were selected. Subsequently, these R values were averaged, obtaining the average
value for the six months of each year. Then, the six values for each month were added up
to determine which of the years analyzed had the highest R-value. Figure 7a shows that
most of the year’s present values of 200 < R < 800. This implies that the values of A and M
averages have an order of 10 or within the interval 0–10, being considered when analyzing
an extreme event and its impact on Cuba. The period between 1982 and 1983 stand out,
which presented the maximum in the values of A~15%, followed by the period between
1991 and 92 and between 1997 and 98 with a value of A ~12.5% and between 2009 and
10 with notable values in the A and M. In the rainy period, the mean R (~548) is slightly
lower than in the previous period (~574). Likewise, the maximums that are observed are
lower, in this period the year 1998 stands out, followed by 1988, 1995, 1996, 2005, and
2017. The number of TCs that affected Cuba determined this behavior except in 1998,
which was characterized by extreme events with an A > 7.5% as shown in Figure 5e and a
value > 6 mm [19].

Figure 7. Mean seasonal ranking of extreme precipitation events for the dry (a) and rainy period (b). The dashed red line
represents the mean ranking. Period is from 1980 to 2019.

The percentage of occurrence of extreme precipitation events by periods at each
point of the grid was also analyzed in relation to the total number of extreme precipi-
tation events determined with the methodology of Ramos et al. [24]. This is shown in
Figure 8a,d. The percentages range from ~3 to 4% for the dry period, showing the max-
imums in the western provinces of Cuba and the provinces of Granma, Santiago, and
Guantánamo (~4–4.2%). As can be seen in the figures, the maximum values are generally
observed towards the north of the country. This can be explained by the results of Car-
nesoltas [48], who found the existence of convergence lines in the surface flow during the
fourth stage of the breeze circulation, over the sea, to the north of the western region of
Cuba. For the other period, the maximums oscillate from 4.2–4.6%, mainly in the central
zone of Cuba. In general, the differences in the value of the percentages are negligible, but
it is important how they are distributed in each period. Furthermore, Figure 8b,e shows
the percentage with respect to the number of days with precipitation greater than 1 mm
(considered rainy days). In this case, the percentage showed values ranging from 2 to
2.6% (dry period) and 2.6–2.84% (rainy period), following the same distribution mentioned
above for each period, respectively. Finally, the spatial trend of extreme precipitation events
was calculated. For the dry period, there was a decreasing trend in most of the country, but
in certain regions, on the contrary, there was an increasing trend, mainly in the southern
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area of Matanzas. However, in the rainy season, there are positive trends in most of the
country and some regions where there are no changes in general. Black dots are those that
present statistically significant trends at 95%. These represent that the greatest changes in
each period are shown in the provinces of Cienfuegos and Sancti Spíritus and, to a lesser
extent, in Artemisa and Mayabeque.

Figure 8. Percentage of occurrence of the extreme seasonal precipitation events with respect to the total number of days
with extreme events (a,d). Percentage of occurrence of the extreme seasonal event with respect to the number of rainy days
(>1 mm) (b,e). Trend of the number of extreme precipitation events (c,f). The upper and lower row corresponds to the dry
and rainy periods, respectively. Black points show statistically significant trends (p < 0.05). Period 1980–2019.

Top Ranking Extreme Events for Each Month in Cuba

The top-ranked extreme precipitation event for each month during the study period was
determined. Table 1 shows the date of occurrence of these events and their respective values
of R, A, and M. The highest R-value was identified on 18 October 1996, in the rainy period
of the year, with a value of ~8271.68, which, in turn, is the month with the highest value of
M, with 118.46 mm. In contrast, with an R of ~1284.57, the month of April, corresponding
to the low rainfall period of the year, turned out to be the month with the lowest value. The
same also presents the second lowest value of M, with 26.09 mm, followed by August, with
~24.54 mm, which also presents the lowest value of R with ~1755.60, for the months belonging
to the rainy period of the year. In addition, concerning the months belonging to this last
period, May and July present the other two lowest values of R, with approximately 2942.15
and 5124.93, respectively, having a behavior similar to that proposed by Lecha et al. [32], that
there is an intra-summer relative minimum in the accumulated rainfall, which occurs in July
and August, reflecting the bimodal character of this season.

Table 1. Top monthly extreme precipitation events in the period from 1980 to 2019.

Date M (mm) A (%) R

3 January 2003 35.09 44.10 1547.47
3 February 1998 49.91 85.37 4260.82
17 March 2003 43.88 73.16 3210.26
28 April 2003 26.09 49.24 1284.57
31 May 1993 34.02 86.48 2942.15
1 June 1988 96.36 65.99 6359.44
8 July 2005 73.71 69.53 5124.93

6 August 1980 24.54 71.54 1755.60
9 September 2017 85.89 72.45 6222.75
18 October 1996 118.46 69.83 8271.68

9 November 2008 97.03 52.27 5071.78
3 December 1989 37.89 54.09 2049.41
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Regarding the A, the values ranged from 40% to 90%, with the lowest value in January,
with only 44.10%, which also had the second lowest value of R, at approximately 1547.47.
The month of May presented the highest percentage of A, with 86.48%. It is important to
note that, of the 12 months of the year, 3 of them show maximum values of R for January,
March, and April, corresponding to the year 2003 and also to the dry period of the year.

For each of the days presented in Table 1, both the accumulated precipitation and
the synoptic situation were analyzed. The former used MSWEPv2 data and the lat-
ter is represented with ERA5 reanalysis datasets, the results of which are shown in
Figures 9–11. As expected, the top extreme precipitation events in the months of the
rainy period show the highest accumulated rainfall, while in some of the events that oc-
curred in the months of the dry period the precipitation doesn’t affect the entire country.
The event of 9 November 2008 stands out from the rest of the dry period because it occurred
due to the impact of a Tropical Cyclone (TC). The cyclonic season in Cuba extends from
1 June to 30 November. On this day, Cuba was under the influence of the TC Paloma, a
category 2 on the Saffir–Simpson scale with maximum winds of up to 166 km/h and a
minimum pressure of 968 hPa at 0000 UTC at the moment of the impact in the eastern
provinces of Cuba. In its passage, it left significant accumulations of precipitation rang-
ing between approximately 300 mm and 370 mm (see Figure 9a). The average MSLP for
9 November 2008 reveals the position of Paloma on the southern coast of Camagüey. In
addition, a deepening of the low to mid-levels (500 hPa) is observed, which favored a
very well-defined structure for the circulation of the TC. This position favored the rainfall
associated with the spiral bands principally over the eastern of the country. The VIMF
reveals that moisture transport from the Caribbean Sea acted as a source of moisture to
Paloma. Consequently, high TCW values (>1400 kg/m2) throughout the vertical column
are observed over Cuba and in most of the surrounding areas.

A visual analysis reveals that on 3 December 1989, the largest rainfall accumulation
occurred in the province of Villa Clara in the central region of the country, as well as
in Las Tunas, Holguín, and Granma in the eastern region, with values ranging from
~120 mm to 150 mm (see Figure 9). The patterns of MSLP and HGT at 500 hPa reveal that
this event occurred due to the influence of a deep trough that is the fingerprint of a cold
front associated with a low-pressure system which center is located near the 70◦ W and 42◦

N (Figure 10). This system is also identified by the prevalence of moisture convergence
over the half east of Cuba, which favored the upward movements and thus the cloud
formation and precipitation. Consequently, the TCWV high over the central provinces of
Cuba is high (>1200 kg/m2) (Figure 10).

The extreme precipitation event of 3 January 2003, caused the highest accumulations
were over the province of Matanzas in the west of the country, with maximum values
ranging from approximately 120 mm to 150 mm (Figure 9). This event also occurred due to
a cold front and a trough represented in the geopotential height of 500 hPa, associated with
an extratropical low-pressure system located over the northeast coast of the United States
(Figure 10). The TCW pattern reveals a band of maximum values extended throughout
the Caribbean Sea, and influencing practically all of Cuba. The moisture flux reveals the
importance of the Caribbean Sea as a source of moisture. The negative values of the VIMF
divergence match the convergence associated with the cold front, which over Cuba is
mostly observed from Matanzas to Ciego de Ávila.

The extreme precipitation event of 3 February 1998 (Figure 9), was induced by a
low-pressure system located over the Gulf of Mexico well represented in 500 hPa and
200 hPa by a deep trough. This system favored the moisture transport from the Caribbean
Sea to Cuba, high content of TCWV, and s strong convergence of the moisture flux over
central Cuba (Figure 10). These conditions favored the intense rainfall observed over the
provinces of Cienfuegos and Villa Clara (~100 mm to 240 mm) principally. On 17 March
2003, the weather system that caused the extreme precipitation event was a low-pressure
system located in the north of the Gulf of Mexico. The synoptic situation is therefore very
similar to that described for 3 February 1998. The highest daily rainfall occurred south of
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Cienfuegos and Sancti Spíritus, in the central region, and over the extreme eastern region,
specifically in the provinces of Santiago de Cuba, Holguín, and Guantánamo (Figure 9).
TCW values on this day were in the range of 800–1200 kg/m2 for most of the national
territory, as well as the prevalence of the moisture flux convergence (Figure 10).

On 28 April 2003, Cuba was under the influence of a deep trough well represented
in the middle and upper-level by the HGT at 500 hPa and 200 hPa. This situation is
normally accompanied by the local ascent of the isentropic surfaces in the troposphere,
which favors cooling and moistening that destabilizes the atmosphere to convection [49].
The east-southeast flow imposed by the North Atlantic anticyclonic favored the moisture
transport to Cuba from the Caribbean Sea (Figure 10), which’s convergence over the west
of the country and isolated areas also favored the convection, the occurrence of rainfall,
and the high TCWV content (~1200 kg/m2).

Figure 9. Precipitation pattern for the top monthly extreme precipitation events in the period from 1980 to 2019. In the
left panel are shown the months of the dry period (November–April) (a,c,e,g,i,k) and in the right panel the rainy period
(May–October) (b,d,f,h,j,k,l).
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Figure 10. The left column shows MSLP (shaded) and HGT at 500 hPa (solid line) and 200 hPa (dashed line); the central
column the TCW, and the right column VIMF (arrows) and its Divergence (shaded) for every day of the top monthly ranking
extreme precipitation extremes from November to April (Dry period). Period 1980–2019.

In the first month of the rainy season, on 31 May 1993, Cuba was under the influence
of a low-pressure center characterized as a tropical depression and approximately located
at 21.5◦ N and 84.0◦ W at 1200 UTC (Figure 11) according to HURDAT2. This conditioned
a south-southwesterly circulation over practically the entire national territory, allowing
the transport of moisture from the Caribbean Sea that reach first the south of Cuba (see
Figure 11). As appreciated in Figure 9, the highest rainfall (between 100 mm and 150 mm)
occurred over the south half of the country, and particularly over the south of the province
Camagüey, in the central region of the country, and over the north of Guantánamo, in the
eastern region. High rainfall occurred due to the intense moisture flux convergence, which
favors the convection and furthers the occurrence of the precipitation.
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On 1 June 1988, a low-pressure system was moving across southern Cuba very close to
the Isla of Juventud (Figure 11). The position of this system as shown in Figure 11, imposed
a southerly flow, allowing the northward transport of moisture from the Caribbean Sea
that later converged favoring the intense rainfall over the provinces of the central region of
the country, where the rainfall ranged between approximately 370 mm to 450 mm.

In the case of 8 July 2005, as can be seen in Figure 11, the highest accumulations occurred
on the south coast of the central and eastern regions, reaching ~370 mm. On this day Cuba
was affected by Hurricane Dennis, category 4 on the Saffir–Simpson Scale, with maximum
winds of up to 240 km/h, with a minimum pressure of 938 hPa, at 1200 UTC. Figure 11
shows the approximate position of the TC and the areas of negative DIV-VIMF, respectively.
On 6 August 1980, Cuba was also under the threat of another TC, in this case Allen, a
hurricane category 4, with maximum winds of up to 213 km/h and a minimum pressure
of 955 hPa, at 1200 UTC. Its passage through the south of the island, left considerable
accumulations, especially in the province of Granma in the eastern region, of ~150 mm. The
trajectory of TC Allen through the southern-eastern provinces and its closed circulation
imposed a transport of moisture from the eastern Caribbean Sea (see Figure 11).

Irma was one of the most intense hurricanes of the 2017 season. Hence September 9
of this year, was the day with the highest R for this month in the entire period analyzed.
This system made a trajectory through the north of Cuba and the position approximately
for that day can be seen in Figure 11. Figure 11 shows that considerable values for the
DIV-VIMF <0 fields were observed. Precipitation accumulations of approximately 240
to 300 mm were reported, especially in the central region of the country. According to
HURDAT2 reports, this hurricane reached category 5, with maximum winds of up to
268 km/h, with a minimum pressure of 924 hPa, both at 0000 and 0300 UTC.

In the last month of the rainy period of the year, Cuba was also under the influence
of a TC. On 18 October 1996, the category 2 hurricane Lili, with maximum winds of up
to 157 km/h and a minimum pressure of 975 hPa, both at 0930 and at 1200 UTC, affected
the western and central regions of the island, leaving a maximum accumulated rainfall
of approximately 370 to 450 mm in the province of Sancti Spíritus. Figure 11 shows the
position of this TC south of Cuba, imposing a circulation over the Caribbean Sea dragging
all of the moisture towards the Cuban territory. As for this period, the TCW had very
similar behavior in most of the days, since the maximum values ~1600–1800 kg/m2, are
located in the central region of the TC that affected Cuba by the strong convection. This is
a characteristic of these tropical systems that they present near the wall of the eye when
they are systems with a higher intensity showing a ring of cumulonimbus convection [50].
For the case of 31 May 1993 and 1 June 1988, there is greater dispersion in the TCW field
since the systems are very weak and in general the bands of more intense rains extend far
from the center and present the maximum TCW that precisely extend over the national
territory (see Figure 11).

3.3. Ranking of Extreme Precipitation Events by Regions

For a more detailed analysis of extreme events, a regionalization of the precipitation
in Cuba was carried out applying the K-mean methodology. This allowed determining
the optimal number of clusters for Cuba. Figure 12a,b show the three regions selected
(R1, R2, and R3). For this selection, the Elbow plot criterion was used. As can be seen in
Figure 12c,d, the changes in the slopes of the curves are shown for three clusters forward,
showing that the distance between the center of the cluster and the other points belonging to
it begin to decrease. Additionally, to check the correct choice of k, the Silhouette coefficient
was used; it returns the cohesion of a cluster and its separation with respect to the other
clusters. As can be seen, it is notable that for two and three clusters, the maximum values
are reached (see Figure 12e,f), being higher than 0.40 (fair solution according to Corporal-
Lodangco et al. [42]). Therefore, k = 3 was selected for both periods. The main differences
between the point distributions for each region are presented from Cienfuegos and Sancti
Spíritus provinces to Las Tunas.
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Figure 11. As Figure 10 but for May to October (Rainy period).

Once the regions with differentiated precipitation behavior within Cuba were iden-
tified, the methodology of Ramos et al. [24] was used to determine the total number of
extreme precipitation events in each region, as well as the parameters NEE, A, and M,
whose trend was investigated. The results are presented in Table 2. The total of extreme
events was higher for R1, followed by R2 and R3 in the dry period. This behavior is
mainly attributed to the fact that these months the frontal systems coming from the middle
latitudes impact with greater intensity the western zone of Cuba and they weaken towards
the east of the country. It can be seen that there is a positive trend for NEE per year in the
three regions but with a higher value for R2 (statistically at 90%). Regarding A, there are
negative but very similar trends for the three regions but only statistically significant at
95% for R1 and R2. The trend for M is more noticeable in R3, being decreasing unlike R1
and R3, but with little difference between all of them.
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Figure 12. Regions obtained from the cluster analysis for the dry (a) and rainy (b) periods. The criteria used for the selection
of the optimal number of k. Elbow plot (c,d). Silhouette coefficient (e,f).

Table 2. Total number of extreme events and trend of the ranking elements for each region. The percentage shows the level
of statistical significance. Dry and rainy periods (1980–2019).

Elements R1 (Dry Period) R2 (Dry Period) R3 (Dry Period) R1 (Rainy Period) R2 (Rainy Period) R3 (Rainy Period)

Total of NEE 5682 5227 4914 5574 4707 5637

Trend of NEE per year 0.16 0.25 (90%) 0.11 0.78 0.38 0.77 (95%)

Trend of A per year −0.08 (95%) −0.12 (95%) −0.08 −0.07 (95%) −0.05 −0.07 (90%)

Trend of M per year 0.01 0.01 −0.02 0.03 0.03 (95%) 0.01

For the rainy season, R3 presents the highest NEE with 5637, followed by R1 5574 and
to a lesser extent R3. This result shows similarity with the percentage presented in Figure 8
for each period. The NEE trends are positive but only statistically significant at 95% for
R3 (~0.77), the opposite is the behavior for A since it tends to decrease with the maximum
values for R1 and R3 at 95% significance. Finally, the trends are positive for M from 0.01 to
0.05 per year but only for R2 with a significance level of 95%.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the spatio-temporal characteristics of extreme precipitation in Cuba
during the period between 1980 and 2019 were investigated. Likewise, a ranking of
extreme precipitation events and a regionalization of precipitation were carried out for the
analysis of extreme events, taking into account the separation by dry and rainy periods.
From the spatial point of view, it was found that for the dry period the highest number of
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extreme precipitation events is observed in the western region, mainly in the northern area
and in an eastern portion of the country. For the rainy period, the values are higher and
their distribution varies with respect to the other period. For the rainy period, the values
are higher and their distribution varies with respect to the other period. In this case, the
maximums correspond to the central region from the provinces of Cienfuegos and Sancti
Spíritus to Las Tunas and Camagüey.

During the study period, a total of 8572 extreme precipitation events were identified.
This result is determined by the high resolution (0.1◦) of the MSWEPv2 precipitation data
utilized here. In the dry and rainy periods, there were 3445 and 5127 extreme precipitation
events, respectively. Annually, the trend of occurrence of extreme events in Cuba, the
percentage of the area affected by such events, as well as the precipitation that meets
the condition of being above the R95p (precipitation extremes), were also analyzed each
period. It was found that the NEE shows a positive trend of 0.29 and 0.67 NEE/year
for the dry and rainy periods respectively. Contrary was the trend shown for A, being
negative in both periods but very different behavior presented the anomaly since it does
not have a statistically significant trend. In addition, it was found that the warm phase of
the ENSO events influenced approximately ~22% in the occurrence of extreme events for
both periods.

On the other hand, the analysis by regions showed similar results to the one carried
out for the whole country, but with greater importance for R2 in the dry season (since it
presents the greatest positive trend towards an increase in NEE and a decrease in A). What
is different is the behavior presented for the rainy season, since R3 presents the highest
number of events and a statistically significant positive trend to increase at 95%. In addition,
for the top-ranking extreme precipitation event of each month, both the accumulated daily
precipitation and the synoptic and dynamics conditions were analyzed. The results show
that the highest accumulated precipitation in Cuba, in a range of ~370 to 450 mm, was
due to the influence of TCs. The top-ranking extreme precipitation event in five of the six
months of the cyclonic season was caused by a TC, which confirms the crucial role of these
phenomena as ready described by numerous studies. On the other hand, in the dry period,
the passage of low-pressure systems to the east through the North Atlantic storm track
determined in four months the maximum R values, different from November, which was
under the influence of the TC Paloma. Future research will study the sources of moisture
that contribute to the moisture supply of these extreme events in both periods, and the role
that each one plays will be studied.
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